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STRATEGIC PLAN :2016
After the second cycle of NAAC accreditation in 2015 , the following suggestions were made
in tune with the NAAC committee recommendations.
.

∙ A well established Website

Website is the face of a college in the digital world. People around the world can
understand our college through a well deployed website.
∙ An Attendance Portal
Attendance portal is highly beneficial to both students and faculty for the
transparent dealing of attendance.
∙ E-mails for faculty under college domain
An email with high storage capacity and college identification is very useful for
faculty.
∙ Encourage departments to take initiative steps to start research centers Our
College encourages active participation in research by faculty members which
requires development of research facilities and research centers. We have an active
Zoology research department. Other departments need to be active in research and
establish research centers.
∙ Encourage faculty to pursue Ph.D.
For developing our research centers, faculty are encouraged to pursue PhD
∙ Encourage faculty to adopt ICT enabled teaching methods
In the modern era of blended teaching learning, we need to employ ICT enabled
teaching.
∙ Development of language lab and computer labs

Language lab is very important for a college in improving the English language
communication skill of students. Computer labs are essential for mathematics and
physics students as computer programming is a part of their curriculum. ∙
Modernization of College Library
Inorder to walk in pace and meet the demands of students we need to renovate and
improve the facilities in our college library. Digitalization of the college library
facilities is significant in this regard.
∙ Renovation of Practical Labs of Science departments
We need to renovate our practical labs and bring new experimental set ups for the
changing demands of the curriculum.
∙ Acquire new Courses for the college
New courses need to be introduced in the institution.The main objective is to help
students to meet the modern course demands of students.
∙ Encourage students to participate in extra certificate courses Online certificate
courses offered by MHRD, SWAYAM-NPTEL and AICTE are good to develop
self-learning aptitude in students.
∙ Introduce add-on/certificate course by the college
Add-on/certificate courses are the need of today’s education.
∙ Rain water harvesting
Our college is situated in a hilly and high temperature region of Kerala. During the
summer season we usually face water scarcity. So rain water harvesting is essential
in our college.
∙ Energy conservation
Upon the increasing demands of energy resources we need to keep our energy
consumption optimized without unwanted energy leakage.
∙ Solar power system
As part of energy conservation and adopting alternative renewable energy resources
we need to establish solar power system in our campus.
∙ Green Campus
Our college is situated in greenery but hot region. We need to keep the greenery
environment of our campus intact, plastic free and less polluted.
∙ Proper waste management
Waste management is essential to keep our campus clean and green without
pollution.

